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While enjoying a high economic growth, China does confront some serious problems. 
To achieve sustainability, the chief problem is internal and external disequilibrium, 
which means a high saving rate and a low consumption rate in the domestic economy, 
together with a surplus in both the Current Account and the Capital and Financial 
Account. Therefore, how to transform economic growth mode and upgrade economic 
structure to solve the problem of disequilibrium is definitely an imperative study. 
Some scholars argue that the domestic consumption demand will rise due to the 
wealth effect caused by appreciation of RMB exchange rate, thus to solve the 
transformation of economic growth mode and the disequilibrium. Based on an 
overview of related literatures and the analysis of the relationship between Japanese 
Yen appreciation and Japan’s economy structure adjustment, this paper discusses 
whether the appreciation of RMB would promote the transformation of economic 
growth mode and solve the problem of the internal and external disequilibrium. 
Compared with existing researches, this paper focuses on the impact of RMB’s 
appreciation on the growth of household consumption. Applying the New Open 
Economy Macroeconomics theory model and the Vector Auto-Regression (VAR) 
method of time series model, this paper offers a more comprehensive insight by using 
both theoretical and empirical analysis. 
This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is an introduction. Chapter 2 is the 
overview of existing literatures. Chapter 3 analyses the macroeconomic background 
of RMB exchange appreciation. Chapter 4 is the mathematical model based on the 
New Open Economy Macroeconomics. Chapter 5 is the empirical analysis applying 
the model of VAR. And the last chapter contains the conclusions and suggestions. 
From the theoretical prospective, the result of dynamic equilibrium model, based on 
the New Open Economy Macroeconomics, shows that the appreciation of exchange 
rate would bring a positive effect on household consumption, as the appreciation of 
















income-mechanism on the conditions of high GDP per capita and the high proportion 
of foreign products in total consumption. However, China can’t meet these conditions 
at present. The empirical test also founds that the appreciation of RMB would not 
improve household consumption substantially. Meanwhile, the appreciation of 
exchange rate will reduce the cost of investment then simulate investment, which may 
even worse the high-investment-rate situation. Therefore, it would be not achievable 
to expand the household consumption or to transform the economic growth mode by 
appreciation of exchange rate. To sum up, this paper suggests that expansion of 
domestic demand should depend on other ways, such as, increasing the income of 
residents, instead of the appreciation of RMB. 
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第 1 章 导论 
1.1 研究背景和意义 














户余额为 3054 亿美元，约占 GDP 的 5.2%，资本和金融账户余额为 2260 亿美元，












































年末人民币兑美元名义汇率为 6.6227，较上年末升值 3.0%①；2010 年末人民币
实际有效汇率为 119.95，较 2009 年末升值 4.2%，较 1994 年 1 月升值约 42.2%






















































































































弹性之和大于 1 时（Marshall-Lerner 条件），贬值可以改善经常账户情况。但
贬值对贸易收支的改善具有时滞性，即经常账户在贬值后先恶化，一段时间后才
能达到改善的政策目标（J曲线效应）。 
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